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Introduction
by Oliver DeMille

I stood in line for lunch at a large conference in Virginia where I had been a
speaker earlier in the day. As I waited, I found myself conversing with a gentlemen
and his wife. She let me know that he had come under duress—that she had been
trying to get him to come hear me speak for several years. She had been trying to
convince him to support the idea of Leadership Education for their children for
even longer. As I recall, the man (an executive at a major international firm) had
resisted because he felt that their schools were doing a fine job—and he was busy
with his career and other community and family responsibilities.
“But as I listened to you today,” he said, “I saw what my wife has been trying to tell
me. Our children have so much potential, and with just a few minor adjustments
we can help them do so much better in school and career preparation.”
I wondered if he realized how “not-minor” some of the adjustments might be, but I
didn’t contradict him. I asked, “What is your first step going to be?”
He warmed up to the conversation even more at this point, saying, “Actually, I was
hoping to get a chance to visit with you. Would it be okay if I gave you a
suggestion? It’s just an observation that I think might help those who attend your
speeches.”
“I’d love it,” I said as I pulled out some note cards and a pen to capture the
moment.
“Well,” he said, “In my work my main role includes helping business leaders
clarify their core strategic advantage, and focus on those few things that make
everything else flourish.” He explained more about how he did this.
“Yes…” I jotted down the ideas in my notebook: Core competency, strategic
advantage, and critical catalysts—the things that make everything else flourish…
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“It seems to me that great education, what you call Leadership Education, all
hinges on one thing,” he paused. “If the mentor is inspiring—really inspiring—it all
works. If not, it doesn’t.”
“That’s right,” I said, “In fact, that’s actually true in all education because…” I
stopped, because I could see that he hadn’t finished making his point.
“So my suggestion is this: If you really want to help all these people adopt quality
leadership education, you need to find a way to teach us all how to inspire. If we
become inspiring mentors, this will work.
“But if we aren’t inspiring mentors, nothing else will work—no matter how closely
we follow the guidelines of quality education, and no matter how hard we try.
Inspiring is the critical element of great education and all successful learning.”
The Lineage of Mentors
Aristotle and Alexander the Great. Bach and Mozart. Wythe and Jefferson. The
great narrative of history and the pinnacles of human achievement can be
chronicled through a lineage of mentors and their protégées. Great mentoring has
been around for a very, very long time, but it is too often practiced only by the
few—those truly great teachers and leaders who, either by innate gift or long
experience, know how to get the very best out of others and help each of us
achieve our highest potential. We have reached a point in history where every
student needs such parents and teachers. We need help to become such leaders
and to catch and pass on a vision of greatness and a cause worth living for.
We can’t pass on vision without mentoring. We can tell stories, and a few people
might listen. We can take bold actions, and some people might admire us, or even
try to follow our example. But to really pass on vision we must mentor protégés
over a period of time.
Are you destined to be a mentor? Do you have a vision that matters? Not all of your
students will catch your vision, and a few people you don’t personally mentor will
catch your vision, but if you’re not actively mentoring over a long period of time,
your vision probably won’t get passed on. If your vision is important, you need a
mentor—and you need to be a mentor.
This book is designed to help you become a great mentor—a true Student
Whisperer and leader at the highest level. It will also help you work effectively with
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such mentors as you pursue your goals and life mission. This book is part deep
teaching of the vital principles of great Leadership Education, part self-help
workshop, part example through parables, and part exploration of the great ideas
that make mentoring and quality learning most effective at all ages.

W hat, E xactly, is a Student W hisperer?

Defining great mentoring sometimes feels like trying to tell someone what salt
tastes like, or how love feels. It is not easily articulated or explained to people who
haven’t encountered it, but we know it when we experience it.
The story of our mentors is the story of our lives; and the lineage of the mentors is
the story of our generation—even our civilization. Fortunately, somewhere along
the line, virtually all of us have experienced great mentoring—a time when we fell
deeply in love with learning, or felt highly inspired to exceed ourselves or do hard
things. Think of a time you had such an experience: Perhaps a person inspired you,
or an event, a movie, a story, a piece of music, or something else. It can come in
many forms. That feeling, that experience of wanting to change, to be better,
to…whatever it was you felt—is what Student Whispering is all about.
Neither by Force Nor Chance
Perhaps silver bells and cockleshells worked for contrary Miss Mary, but master
gardeners do not “make” their gardens grow. And yet it is clearly not by chance or
accident that they succeed. They understand the principles that govern their
success, and they know their role in the process. Whether explicitly or intuitively,
they understand natural law and they orchestrate circumstances to cooperate with
it for an optimal crop.
While it is possible to “cheat” Mother Nature in order to achieve a more uniform
and marketable harvest, it just so happens that vegetables cultivated in an
environment of pesticides, herbicides, chemical fertilizers, preservatives and
lengthy storage in unnatural conditions usually don’t taste as good or have the
same nutritional density as those lovingly raised by the master gardener in rich soil.
Those superficially “beautiful” vegetables with such a long shelf life and lovely,
predictable shape and color are often not even able to reproduce. One might
ponder long to consider all the layers of meaning in such a comparison.
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Like a master gardener, a great mentor knows how to set the stage for
transformational experiences—as often as they are needed. She knows how to
create the environment where such feelings and experiences are frequent, how to
use such experiences to help us discover and improve ourselves, and even how to
repeat and reinforce such feelings so that our motivation and efforts are sustained.
A great mentor cares—and she is effective.
T hree L evels of M entoring

Students set out to learn by listening, studying, memorizing, applying and by
utilizing these and other techniques to acquire and use knowledge profitably in
their lives. Indeed, learning is a pre-level of mentoring that must never end. When
a person learns well how to learn, she is capable of benefiting from mentors, and of
becoming a mentor. There are at least three levels of mentoring, the first of which is
Teaching. At this first level of mentoring, the teacher simply instructs students on
how to use learning techniques to learn. When a person knows how to effectively
help others obtain and retain knowledge, she is a teacher.
At a second level, Mentors go a step deeper. Like teachers, they help students
learn—but they also help students connect themselves with the knowledge they
obtain. Mentors help students see:
•
•
•

Why they are learning
How it relates and correlates
How it can be used in the real world

Mentors don’t just pass on knowledge and skills. They help students discover their
life’s mission and their inner genius—and then fully prepare for these.
Indeed, mentoring is much more than teaching. Teachers or professors transfer
knowledge and skills. Mentors help students build knowledge, skills, purpose, selfdiscovery, self-mastery and impact on the world. Teaching, as defined here, is the
process of facilitating student literacy and helping students meet pre-established
standards. In addition to these important things, mentoring helps students
personalize the knowledge and skills and use it to benefit self, others and the
world.
As a third level of mentoring, Student Whispering does all of these things and
more. Student Whisperers consistently mentor at an inspired level. They know how
to invite in the spark of inspiration whenever it is needed, because they know how
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to deeply understand each student and help him discover things he doesn’t even
know about himself. They know how to ask questions and help others have
experiences that bring floods of insight, motivation and inspiration.
Above all, Student Whisperers are experts at empowering others. Instead of taking
students where the experts think they should go, Student Whisperers help empower
mentees to know where they should go from the mentee’s own understanding.
They help bring out the leadership and genius in everyone they touch. They know
the questions to ask of themselves, and of their mentees (which we will cover in
great depth in coming chapters), to instigate meaningful progress.
While many Student Whisperers do these things naturally through instinct and
intuition, others learn to do it by asking the right questions and taking the right
actions. Neither type is superior, and each has its advantages and weaknesses.
For example, while the intuitive Student Whisperer can often make effective
mentoring seem natural and effortless, she often relies on a “magic” connection
that somehow materializes with a mentee. Without further training, she may have
no idea how to generate such a connection where it does not metaphysically
appear—no matter how much she would like to, and even if the student is her own
child. This book will help such a mentor to bridge that gap. Whether you are
instinctual or explicitly trained, you will benefit from the lessons here.
In short, the difference between Student and Teacher is that the Teacher helps
others learn knowledge and skills. The difference between Teacher and Mentor is
that the Mentor helps learners individualize and personalize the knowledge and
skills they learn with direct application to one’s personal genius, passion and
missions in life. Student Whisperers do all that Teachers and Mentors do, and add
the following dimensions: frequent sparks of inspiration, the ability to lead
innovatively, the skill of taking wise risk, and the habit of tenacious
implementation. This is leadership.
Inspiration

Student Whisperers innovate, with every student and in each situation. They don’t
settle for anything less than truly great educational experiences. They aspire for
every study session, every class, each project and every day to be characterized by
epiphany, tenacious progress, and deeply transformational learning. They want
learning to be multi-faceted, profound and moving. They want study periods to
take place in the energy of vibrant quality.
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They believe that learning is inherently great, and that each learning experience
should feel and be great. They shun the rote, institutionalized, average and
mediocre. They believe in quality, excellence and passion. They know hard work is
vital to success, and they also know that time spent in hard work is exponentially
more effective when done in the flow of inspiration. Rather than, “Don’t work hard;
work smart,” they teach and exemplify, “Work smart hard.”
The greatest teachers and mentors are therefore opponents of systemization, overstructured curricula and many objective measures created by experts—these things
systematically shut down energy, passion and excellence. It is true that discipline is
vital to progress and excellence. There is a huge difference between flat, uninspired
discipline that bores the creative mind, shuts down the heart-connection and
consistently puts glaze on student eyes, and deep, passionately inspired rigor. The
student in the latter circumstance continues to do the hard things even when they
are hard—not just in order to measure up, but because he is truly in love with
studying and zealous about the goals he means to accomplish through his efforts.
Skeptics may fear that this method might lead to chaos, inconsistency or
indulgence. This of course belies the skeptic’s core values of order, uniformity, and
standardized requirements. They doubt that many students will really love learning,
or that those who do love it will be disciplined to do the really hard work. Certainly
there are some students who will fail in these ways—but some fail in all models of
education. Yet, how can we suppose that a deep personal commitment and high
level of inspiration will lead to diminished achievement on the part of the student?
Indeed, we have personally witnessed this level of dedication and its amazing
outcomes in thousands of students—of all ages.
As we have stated here and elsewhere: when a student is given the opportunity to
gain an education, the ultimate responsibility for success or failure rests with him,
and it is the role and obligation of the adults in his life to provide the best possible
opportunity to gain that education.
Any rational consideration of the models of education must conclude that effective
mentoring is not the factor that heightens the risk of failure. Any analysis of the data
on bureaucratic/compulsory models leads us to challenge the assumption that the
conveyor belt is an effective mitigation against the risk of failure. The fact is that
where there is great mentoring, students are less likely to fail and more likely to get
truly excited and do the hard work of achieving true excellence.
Find a great Student Whisperer who transcends the system by giving consistently
personalized and inspired guidance, and you will find increased activity of students
truly excelling and a significant number of them doing literally world-class work.
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The thing that is often missing in education is greatness! Greatness is easily
recognizable, but it often eludes empirical measurement and rote policy. Greatness
is the natural result of personalized, interactive quality with passion, discipline and
inspired leadership. This is entirely learnable and duplicable, but it is nearly always
sabotaged by too much systemization and institutionalism. Education needs
greatness, and Student Whisperers are the experts on inspiring and bringing
personal, powerful greatness to each student’s learning.
T he H ighest L evel: Student W hispering

Student Whispering, the highest and greatest level of mentoring, includes three
central things:
First, Student Whisperers know the voices that speak to the mind of each student.
One thing we will cover in much more detail later is that each student struggles
with the voices that propose to guide his education. For example, nearly every
student frequently hears, among other voices, the voice of self-doubt from the Inner
Critic. Student Whisperers are familiar with these voices. They know how to help
students discern them, tune out the wrong voices and focus on the voices that
facilitate true growth and success.
Second, Student Whisperers know how youth and adults typically respond to each
voice, as well as many non-typical responses. They know how to Whisper because
they know the other voices that are Whispering. More, they think about these
constantly and know how to read student behavior and perceive which voices are
winning the student’s inner battle.
Third, Student Whisperers know the language of Whispering and how to
communicate directly and effectively with students. Very few people have learned
this language or use it to communicate with youth—or with others, for that matter.
Student Whisperers use this language every day, and because of this they cut out
unproductive and unnecessary trial and error and help students focus on what
really matters to move more quickly and effectively toward superb learning.
For example, the authors have both experienced students who decide the key to
their education is to demand numerous one-on-one meetings with their mentor.
We have also worked with those who prefer to be entirely self-contained and
seldom interact with their mentor in any meaningful way. While typical mentors
may decide to just work with the student’s preferences in such cases, Student
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Whisperers go deeper. Student Whisperers spend literally hours pondering, writing
and brainstorming what such students most need from their mentor.
Sometimes the result is that Student Whisperers help the “meeting, meeting,
meeting” students become a bit more independent while they ask the self-focused
learners to meet more frequently. This can leave the “meeting, meeting” student
feeling ignored and the self-absorbed student feeling pushed. Often this is exactly
what they need to feel, and over time their weaknesses are addressed and their
strengths expanded accordingly.
In other words, being mentored by a Student Whisperer is not always comfortable,
but it is profound and effective. Student Whisperers don’t always tip their hand by
showing the student exactly how they are mentoring, but they do spend significant
time thinking and planning for each student or protégée and then implementing the
plans to help each mentee truly succeed.
This may sound counter-intuitive, or even abstract, to non-Whisperers—which is
one reason there are fewer great mentors than we need. Student Whisperers are
paying attention to things most people ignore, and asking questions most people
never consider. As a result, they are aware of things going on with students that
others don’t see.
Indeed, parents could become Student Whisperers in order to better understand
their children. The same is true of every spouse, employer, friend, employee,
citizen and leader. Human beings communicate so many things that aren’t
understood by others, and the point of Student Whispering is to explicitly attend to
these communications.
In this book, readers will learn how to more effectively and consistently think, hear,
speak and act like Student Whisperers. Student Whisperers are needed today,
perhaps more than ever before. Every great education is influenced by at least one
truly great Student Whisperer. The future of education—and of human
achievement, prosperity and happiness—depends on having more of them.
T w o B ooks in O ne

This book is specially designed and organized with a dual purpose:
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1. To help readers experience and recognize what it feels like to be greatly
mentored
2. To concurrently outline the principles of great mentoring and help readers
turn them into personal skills and even habits
The first part of this book (Book One, covering Chapters 1-5) is told as a personal
narrative, and immerses readers in a series of life events as a student learns from
her mentors and grows in the process. We hope readers feel what it is like to
experience working with committed and demanding mentors as they go through
Book One.
The second part (Book Two, comprising Chapters 6-16) contains information that is
vital to becoming a great mentor (and to working with great mentors), and guides
the reader through several exercises that help turn the concepts and principles of
great mentoring into personal skills and strengths.
The authors have worked together (first in a Mentor-Mentee relationship, and later
as colleagues) for nearly two decades—as many of the stories in Book One show.
Oliver used the methods taught here in mentoring Tiffany and many other people,
and Tiffany has applied and expanded on the same principles and methods in her
mentoring through (The Leadership Education Mentoring Institute) LEMI for well
over a decade.
Over the course of these many years, we have learned what works (and what
usually doesn’t) through direct mentoring, and vicariously through mentorprotégées. This book imparts what we have come to understand of truly great
mentoring—what we call Student Whispering:
* Chapters 6-9 provide foundational information valuable for all mentors and those
who are mentored.
* Chapters 10-13 help readers throw off past biases about teaching and establish a
transformational foundation for great mentoring. Topics include:
•
•
•
•

The two major balances (first between the Manager and the Artist, and
second between the Warrior and the Healer)
The various voices nearly all students listen to, and how to speak the
language of each most effectively
Seven key questions Student Whisperers ask about each menteei
How archetypes are central to great education and Student Whispering, and
how to apply this knowledge as a mentor
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* Chapters 14-16 deal with further transformation. This includes workshops on:
•
•
•

How to get the most from your mentors
How to become a great mentor
How to plan your strategy of becoming a Student Whisperer so that it
encompasses life as a place of learning…and more
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Rick and I both believe we have a personal mission in life.
Rick is an inventor at heart. He has what I call the ‘101
Ways To Do Anything’ talent. He loves the process of
figuring out how to do something in more economical and
technological ways.
!
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I’ve finally determined that even though Rick and I share our
major goals and commitments about life, and even though we
love each other dearly and support each other in all worthy
endeavors, there are some things I feel extremely passionate
about that aren’t his mission. They are my mission, and I
must do them.
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In some ways I’m just like everybody else. I care what my
friends think of me, I enjoy a really nice restaurant, and I
think about what happens in the world.
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In other ways, I’m not so similar. I must reach the youth.
They have so much potential—and yet too few live up to it.
They become disillusioned as they hit the “realities” of life.
So many people in their later years still talk about high
school or college as “the best years of their life.” How
tragic. People don’t live their dreams because they just don’t
know how.
"'!$'&%()2!>+$*)!"!42&%)X!
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I always believed my teachers when they told us we could
do anything we put our minds to. I believed my parents when
they told me I had a purpose in life.
!
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There are some things I just KNOW—some things I desire
so strongly that I can’t keep myself from pursuing their
course. There are even things that are as good as done even
though I haven’t begun them yet. I will help people know
how to be happy, how to choose their dreams, how to
accomplish their missions.
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I know that the kind of education I get is crucial to me
accomplishing my personal mission . . . I know that I need
to build a successful business in order to reach the people
I feel called to reach . . . I know youth will sit up as I
speak, and be changed . . . I know people will read and be
changed, and make choices that will make all the difference .
. .
!
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No matter the roadblocks, I will succeed! I will do
whatever it takes to accomplish my personal mission. I will
make the necessary decisions, engage the right people. I will
write, I will speak, I will work with the youth, I will make
the business successful.
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A rtist-W arrior Q uadrant

Mentees who need the Artist-Warrior Quadrant of mentoring are typically creative,
talented and accomplished, and they benefit from:
!
!

Real discipline to go to a higher level of quality
The focus to be on excellence through the basics, and doing the small
things, the “wax on, wax off”xxxvi things that greatly impact quality

Student Whisperers need to really work within this student’s talent fields and help
get the basics right on. A helpful tool in this process is to have the mentee give
feedback on the mentor’s projects, as well as vice versa.
Students in this Quadrant are usually:
!
!
!

Fully in Scholar, Depth or Mission Phase
Ready to benefit from a high-quality, mentored formal classroom
experience and/or a private coaching environment with high accountability
Not in a transition between phases

Artist-Healer Quadrant

When a mentee needs the Artist-Healer Quadrant of mentoring, he benefits from:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Being given a great deal of freedom
Knowing that his mentor cares for him on a deeply personal level (not tied
to achievement, talent or potential)
Knowing that his mentor will be there for him if he needs any help
Knowing that his mentor is busily working on things that are important to
the mentor
Feeling that his mentor will encourage and support his wholesome choices
Feeling that his mentor is completely happy to let him go at his own pace
Structure on only the most basic level of personal needs (mealtimes,
necessary chores, reasonable cooperation on family schedule)
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This is the “summer break quadrant,” where the mentee can pursue projects that
are fun and interesting without the constant oversight of “authority” or high-touch
accountability. He needs to relax, have fun and learn to enjoy things.
For older mentees who are moving out of a successful Manager-Warrior period, a
week or more of sun, sand and quiet reading or surfing television channels is in
order. A little romance is helpful for anyone old enough for it during this time. For
younger mentees, this means having a wide variety of resources and unfettered
creative play, while intersecting with expectations on such things as moral
choices, personal grooming, sibling/peer interactions, family work, etc.
Most people need Artist-Healer mentoring at certain times in their lives. It is
common to find in the Quadrant:
!
!
!

!
!

Young children aged 0 to 8 or 9
Students “detoxing” from a Hate of Learning
Students recovering from trauma, ill health, or adapting to major change
(adoption, foster care, death, divorce, blended family, move to new home,
loss of friends or social status, etc.)
Special needs students
Students with highly exceptional, prodigy-level aptitude in a given area or
areas

Regarding the last on this list—prodigy-level students: Such individuals often
possess a high degree of introspective wisdom. They often feel isolated,
misunderstood, and that they have no true peers. An objective consideration of
their abilities, gifts and social needs reveals that these personal assessments are
actually quite accurate.
They tend to identify more with older, accomplished people, and yet find that such
people do not acknowledge them as peers. Yet, even when they are accepted as a
peer in the area of their exceptional achievement, the lack of social skills or
emotional maturity can tend to leave them ineffective at creating emotional or
social bonds with those who respect them on an artistic or achievement level. In
fact, one of the more challenging aspects of mentoring this type of student is that
the mentor is often not as talented, intelligent, creative, etc., as the student—and
there are no likely available mentor candidates that are.
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To really help this student fully develop both as an artist/creator and as an
individual, the best thing for a mentor to do is to create a strong emotional/social
bond, and to be a true peer/friend on the social level. Note that in most cases this is
the worst possible thing, as it interferes with the student’s ability to accept
meaningful counsel or to grow from praise/reprimands when they are called for;
but in this case (where the mentor is not actually at a higher level in the area of the
student’s expertise, and is on a higher level in terms of relationship skills), it is of
more enduring value for the student’s development if they learn to function in a
healthy friendship.
For this latter kind of student, the best mentoring includes giving her a lot of
freedom, setting an example of the mentor self-guiding lots of learning, and
meeting with her once a week (but usually not more often). Meetings should not be
used to give assignments (which such students won’t do anyway) or to make them
feel guilty. The mentor can and should share his own personal triumphs and
challenges, and revel in the achievements of the student—however small.
Such students respond positively only to honest affirmation, so praise is really the
mentor’s only effective feedback tool. Such students nearly always tend to be wary
of praise at first, then warm up to it over time, and finally to seek it (if secretly).
Continue giving honest praise, even when it looks like it does no good. Keep in
mind that you are building rapport and trust with these affirmations, so any inflated
or insincere praise could be disastrously counter-productive.
It is important to note that such students often purposely test the authority of
mentors and parents, as well as their commitment to the relationship—usually by
doing things that certainly deserve punishment, and even by denying that they’ve
done anything of value. Their comfort zone is isolation and disappointment, and
they are uncertain what may happen if they don’t repel or disappoint the adult who
is making overtures—so, even though they do long to be understood, appreciated,
loved, etc., they are conflicted about whether they want the relationship to work.
They feel safer not hoping for or counting on it.
The only effective response to misbehavior that requires a reaction (and be
restrained and wise in determining if it actually does) is for mentors to be relaxed,
even-tempered, and give firm, caring consequences without anger.xxxvii Parents and
mentors must treat consequences as just natural, and separate them from the way
the mentor feels about the mentee. Anger or passion on the part of the mentor
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sabotages growing trust and the will to try. The goal is firm, obvious and reasonable
consequences applied by relaxed mentors who follow up immediately with quick
smiles and genuine care.
Some people might argue that this kind of hands-off mentoring is just neglecting the
student. While this may appear to be so at first glance, in reality a high percentage
of this type of student constantly struggles in structured public and private schools.
They generally fail to accomplish much in their youth (though they may have
played the game in earlier years only to later become disillusioned, rebellious
and/or inactive) no matter how much attention they are given, even in boarding
and military schools.
One reason so many prodigies are at risk in our educational system is that their
precociousness too often leads to a neglect of Core Phase. Their high aptitude
impels the adults in their life to urge them to scholar-level accountability that
completely eclipses the development toward Love of Learning.
Then, when they discover their personal power at the age when they should have
been transitioning to Scholar Phase, they gain the perspective that they have been
objectified by their most trusted adult caretakers and mentors, and that their “gift”
is the bane to their happiness. They have missed out on early learning of critical
social skills, they have not developed peer relationships, and their relationship with
the adults that did not teach them to meet their spiritual and emotional needs
grows contemptuous or distant. All of this leads to a most dangerous type of genius:
the wounded idealist.
I once attended a seminar on educational psychology where an expert, one of the
presenters, mentioned that in counseling incarcerated juvenile delinquents he
noticed that nearly all of them were creative, artistic, or casual types. He wasn’t
sure what exactly to call this group, but as he researched it he learned that the
place where schools most often failed their students were those who struggled with
authoritative types of learning.
My point is not that this type of mentee is more likely to fail or to be delinquent,
but simply that, of all types of students, those needing the Artist/Healer Quadrant
fail to thrive in an environment of regimentation and pressure. What does this
mean for a Student Whisperer? Through patient, personalized and inspirational
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mentoring these sensitive non-conformists not only aren’t casualties of the system,
but they can actually achieve brilliance.
What’s more: once their emotional needs are met and they mature into a more
complete individual (not defined solely or primarily by their virtuosity), they can
ultimately choose to grow to a place where they can benefit from other types of
learning environments and mentoring approaches. With appropriate nurturing they
do not remain forever in their first (or second) developmental home, so to speak.
When wiser mentors give the Artist-Healer/freedom approach a try, the results can
be astonishing. It often turns out that such students are among the very best and
brightest of their generation! I have personally worked with dozens of this type of
student, and I have only seen the freedom fail once—and the failure occurred
because of long-established habits that led to legal problems for the student and
removed him from the mentoring environment before the process had come to
fruition.

Q uadrant M entoring E xercise

To start establishing the habit of identifying each mentee’s Quadrant and planning
for her needs, please complete the following exercise. As with past exercises in this
chapter, I urge you to complete this exercise before moving on. It is designed to
impact the Whispering mind and help prepare you to be an effective and even
great Student Whisperer.
T ime to R ecord

Using the same mentee you started with in the
Manager/Artist and Healer/Warrior exercises, clarify
which Quadrant of mentoring the student needs and
brainstorm additional ways you can improve your
mentoring. It may be helpful to use the suggestions for each Quadrant
above.
!
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